Increased Dependence of Action Selection on Recent Motor History in Parkinson’s Disease
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It is well known that the basal ganglia are involved in switching between movement sequences. Here we test the hypothesis that this contribution is an instance of a more general role of the basal ganglia in selecting actions that deviate from the context defined by the recent motor history, even when there is no sequential structure to learn or implement. We investigated the effect of striatal dopamine depletion [in Parkinson’s disease (PD)] on the ability to switch between independent action plans. PD patients with markedly lateralized signs performed a hand laterality judgment task that involved action selection of their most and least affected hand. Trials where patients selected the same (repeat) or the alternative (switch) hand as in a previous trial were compared, and this was done separately for the most and least affected hand. Behaviorally, PD patients showed switch-costs that were specific to the most affected hand and that increased with disease severity. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) showed that this behavioral effect was related to the state of the frontostriatal system: as disease severity increased, contributions of the basal ganglia to the selection process and their effective connectivity with the medial frontal cortex (MFC) decreased, whereas involvement of the MFC increased. We conclude that the basal ganglia are important for rapidly switching toward novel motor plans even when there is no sequential structure to learn or implement. The enhanced MFC activity may result either from reduced focusing abilities of the basal ganglia or from compensatory processes.

Introduction
The basal ganglia (BG) are important for set-shifting (Cools et al., 1984). For example, patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) are impaired when required to switch between movement sequences (Benecke et al., 1987; Harrington and Haaland, 1991; Hayes et al., 1998). These findings appear to fit with a more general role of the BG in updating internal representations (O’Reilly, 2006) and in switching toward novel behavior (Redgrave and Gurney, 2006). However, given the sequential structure of these previous motor tasks, and given the additional role of the BG in assembling performance units from sequence elements (“chunking”) (Graybiel, 1998), impaired switching behavior in PD may result from both deficient chunking and updating. Using PD as a model for BG dysfunction, here we test the hypothesis that the BG have a general role in selecting actions that differ from the history of previously selected movements (“motor history”), even when there is no sequential structure to learn or implement (to prevent chunking).

Studies have shown that previously selected movements can influence current behavior over several seconds (Behrens et al., 2007; Rosenbaum et al., 2007), and some authors have conceptualized movement selection as either maintaining or changing a previous motor state (Politt and Bizzi, 1979; Rosenbaum et al., 2001). However, studies of actual motor performance cannot easily distinguish whether movement selection is influenced by the previous motor plan, or by the sensory consequences of having executed that plan. Here, we distinguish between these two possibilities by using motor imagery as a tool to evoke the internal generation of motor states, without explicit expression of those states (Jeannerod, 2006). Motor imagery has been extensively used to study action selection, an approach justified by empirical evidence showing that motor imagery is sensitive to motor control variables (Gentili et al., 2004) and uses neural operations involved in action planning (Cisek and Kalaska, 2004). We employed a motor imagery task in which subjects are asked to make laterality judgments (left or right) of hand pictures (Parsons, 1987), while measuring behavioral performance and cerebral activity [using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)]. Previous studies indicate that this task is sensitive to effectorspecific biomechanical constraints, both in healthy subjects (Shenton et al., 2004; de Lange et al., 2006) and in PD patients (Helmich et al., 2007). Crucially, instead of randomly selecting their left or right hand on each trial, in this task subjects consistently select the same hand as the stimulus on display (de Lange et al., 2008). This feature makes it possible to let PD patients internally select motor representations of either hand on a trial-by-trial basis, while experimentally biasing their choice by the laterality of the hand on display. Accordingly, we compared the behavioral and cerebral correlates of selecting (imagined) movements involving the same (repeat) or the alternative (switch)
Table 1. Clinical characteristics (experiments 1 and 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Right hand</th>
<th>Left hand</th>
<th>Right foot</th>
<th>Left foot</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>H &amp; Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean 12 men 53.3 9.8 3.4 3.6 1.4 7.3 25.5 2.1 SD 9.4 2.7 2.3 1.2 1.1 3.6 7.0 0.4

Eighteen patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease were tested in a practically-defined off-state [more than 12 h after having taken their last medication (Langston et al., 1992)]. All patients were consented right-handers. Patients had markedly asymmetric symptoms lateralized to the right side of their body, and more symptoms in their hands than in their feet. Different patients participated in different experiments (see second column). Patients 8–18 were retested approximately 1 year later when participating in experiment 3 (for clinical scores, see supplemental Table 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Highest possible UPDRS-III score is 108 points. The highest possible UPDRS score for each side is 36 points: 24 points for the hand and 12 points for the foot. H & Y, Hoehn and Yahr rating scale (highest stage is 5). Gender: 1, man; 2, woman.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

Parkinson patients. Eighteen right-handed idiopathic PD patients (12 men, 53 ± 3 years, mean ± SD) participated after having given written informed consent according to institutional guidelines of the local ethics committee. Patients were included when they had idiopathic PD, diagnosed according to the UK Brain Bank criteria by an experienced movement disorders specialist (B. R. Bloem), all with clearly right-lateralized symptoms. Exclusion criteria were: moderate-severe tremor, cognitive dysfunction (Mini Mental State Examination <24 or frontal executive problems), other neurological diseases, and general exclusion criteria for MRI scanning. Frontal executive problems were assessed clinically using the Frontal Assessment Battery (FAB) (Dubois et al., 2000) before patients were included in this study. Only patients with no or very mild executive impairments were included (FAB > or equal to 16; maximum score is 18 points). Five patients had never used any anti-Parkinson medication; the others used levodopa or dopamine-agonists. The experiments were performed in the morning, at least 12 h after the last dose of dopaminergic medication (Langston et al., 1992). Disease severity was assessed using the Hoehn and Yahr stages and the motor section of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS-III; Table 1). All patients showed markedly right lateralized signs (UPDRS-right: 13.4 ± 3.1; UPDRS-left: 4.8 ± 2.9; average ± SD; t(17) = 12.1; p < 0.001). To directly compare the UPDRS scores for the hands and the feet, we had to correct for the fact that there are more hand- than foot-specific UPDRS items. Thus, the UPDRS-foot score was calculated as the sum of items 20 (resting tremor), 22 (rigidity), and 26 (bradykinesia). The UPDRS-hands score was calculated as the sum of items 20 (resting tremor), 22 (rigidity), and the average of items 23–25 (all referring to bradykinesia). Comparison of normalized UPDRS scores across “effector” (hand, foot) and “laterality” (left, right) revealed greater disease severity for the hands than for the feet (UPDRS-hands: 6.4 ± 0.5; UPDRS-feet: 4.9 ± 0.5; main effect of effector: F(1,17) = 7.2, p = 0.016), greater disease severity for the right than for the left side (UPDRS-right: 8.4 ± 0.4 UPDRS-left: 3.0 ± 0.4; main effect of laterality: F(1,17) = 174.2, p < 0.001), and a greater asymmetry for the hands than for the feet (effector × laterality interaction: F(1,17) = 5.8, p = 0.028).

Healthy subjects. Ten healthy, right-handed control subjects participated in experiment 2. The distributions of age (PD: 53 ± 6 years, controls: 57 ± 6 years; t(26) = −1.1, p = 0.38, independent-samples t test) and gender (PD: 12 men and 6 women; controls: 6 men and 4 women; t(26) = −0.34, p = 0.74, independent-samples t test) were similar across the two groups.

Experimental tasks

Experiment 1. Patients were lying supine in an MR scanner, facing the bore of the magnet, unable to see their hands, in front of a mirror facing a projection screen (at the back of the MR scanner), with their left and right big toes strapped onto separate MR compatible response buttons. They were presented with line drawings of left and right hands (Fig. 1), and they were asked to report as quickly as possible whether they saw a picture of a left or right hand by flexing their left or right big toe, respectively. Reaction time was defined as the time between onset of the visual stimulus and key press. Each imagery trial started with a fixation cross, displayed for a variable interval, followed by the presentation of a hand drawing. When a response was provided, the stimulus was replaced by the fixation cross until presentation of the next hand drawing. The inter-trial interval between the offset of one trial (i.e., the response) and the onset of the next (i.e., the presentation of the stimulus) varied randomly between 1.5 and 2.5 s, creating a random jitter between successive trials. In addition, the trials were presented in a pseudo-randomized order, which ensured minimal correlations between different event types (i.e., the different conditions). This led to a maximum correlation of 19.5% between the task regressors. Furthermore, within the framework of the general linear model all regressors are implicitly orthogonalized to each other, resulting in each regressor only explaining the variance uniquely attributed to it (Friston, 2007). There was a reaction time cutoff at 5.0 s. The stimuli subtended a visual angle of −10°.

The left- and right-hand stimuli were identical mirror images, they could be shown rotated from an upright (0°) position from −135° to +135° in eight steps of 45°, and they could be shown as back or palm views, according to a pseudo-randomized trial order (Fig. 1). Hand rotation and hand orientation were not of primary interest for this study, but their inclusion in the experimental design was important to ensure
that subjects used motor imagery to solve the hand laterality judgment task, rather than alternative processes like spatial mappings between position of a hand feature and hand laterality. There were 480 stimuli, presented in 30 imagery blocks of 16 trials, with a total measurement time of ~40 min. Each imagery block was followed by a 10 s baseline period (fixation cross-display). The main effects of stimulus rotation and hand laterality on reaction times and cerebral activity. The intertrial interval (ITI) between the offset of one trial (i.e., the response) and the onset of the next (i.e., the presentation of the stimulus) randomly varied between 1.5 and 2.5 s, creating a pseudorandom jitter between successive trials.

Figure 1. Task setup (experiments 1 and 2). For each trial, subjects had to judge whether a visually presented drawing showed a left or right hand. The top panel illustrated two representative stimuli, one for each hand laterality. Crucially, for each trial we considered whether the previous stimulus had the same or a different laterality than the currently displayed hand drawing. Accordingly, we analyzed the effect of factors hand (2 levels: left or right) and hand-order (2 levels: repeat or switch) on reaction times and cerebral activity. The intertrial interval (ITI) between the offset of one trial (i.e., the response) and the onset of the next (i.e., the presentation of the stimulus) randomly varied between 1.5 and 2.5 s, creating a pseudorandom jitter between successive trials.

Helmich et al. (2007) were used, as described in the supplemental Methods, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material.

Statistical model

Our statistical model on the first (subject specific) level considered the laterality of the hand drawing on display (factor “hand,” two levels: most affected or least affected) and the order of left and right-hand stimuli (factor “hand-order,” two levels: repeat or switch). We also included a factor of no interest describing stimulus-driven switches between the back and the palm of the hand (factor “orientation-order,” two levels: orientation-repeat or orientation-switch). We collapsed over this factor in subsequent random effect analyses. Only correct responses were included in these regressors, with trials modeled as square-wave functions time-locked to stimulus onset, and durations corresponding to the mean reaction times across all imagery trials of the subject. Finally, our model included separate regressors of no interest, modeling the trials at the beginning of each block, incorrect and missed responses, residual head movement-related effects, global signal changes (as indexed by segmented white matter and cerebral spinal fluid), and low frequency signal drifts over time (period >60 s). Residual head movement effects were modeled by including a Volterra expansion of the six rigid body motion parameters as nuisance covariates in the design matrix of the GLM (Lund et al., 2005). The Volterra expansion consisted of linear, quadratic, and cubic effects of the six movement parameters as nuisance covariates in the design matrix of the GLM (Lund et al., 2005). The Volterra expansion consisted of linear, quadratic, and cubic effects of the six movement parameters belonging to each volume and also the first and second derivative of each of those regressors (to control for spin history effects), giving rise to a total of 54 movement regressors. Parameter estimates for all regressors were obtained by maximum-likelihood estimation, modeling temporal autocorrelation as a first-order autoregressive model [AR(1)] process.

On the second (random effects) level we performed a within-patient ANOVA with factors hand (most affected, least affected) and hand-order (repeat, switch), together with an additional regressor modeling “incorrect” trials. First, we searched for brain regions in which activity changed as a function of hand-order (switch > repeat or repeat > switch), separately for each hand. Then we investigated whether the activity in these regions changed as a function of hand by performing an inclusive masking with the interaction term (i.e., hand × hand-order). This revealed brain regions in which switch-related activity was higher for the most affected hand than for the least affected hand. Second, we searched for brain regions showing error-related activity (incorrect > all correct regressors) and we tested for overlap between switch- and error-related brain activity by performing a conjunction analysis (Nichols et al., 2005) between the previous two contrasts.

We report the results of a random effects analysis, correcting for multiple comparisons at the cluster level (p < 0.05), based on a voxel level intensity threshold of p < 0.001 uncorrected (Friston et al., 1996).

Post hoc analyses

The results of the contrasts described above indicated a double dissociation between “region” (cingulate motor area (CMA) vs anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)) and “task” (switching vs error processing). To formally
test this effect, we extracted the β values of the multiple regression from the local maxima within the CMA ([4 – 2 44]) (see Fig. 3A–C) and the ACC ([2 26 36]) (Fig. 3D–F). Then, we computed activity related to switching (difference between the β values for switch and repeat conditions) and to error processing (difference between the β values for incorrect and correct conditions) in each region, and we performed a repeated measures ANOVA with factors region (CMA vs ACC) and task (switching vs error processing) on these difference scores. Four post hoc t tests were performed to test for switch- and error-related activity in the CMA and the ACC.

Brain–disease relationship

To test for an effect of disease severity on switch-related brain activity, we performed a simple regression analysis correlating patient-specific switch-related activity (for the most affected hand; contrast images obtained at the first level) voxel-by-voxel with lateralized disease severity (for the most affected side, in UPDRS points). We focused our analyses on the medial frontal cortex [volume of interest (VOI) of 4.1 ml, showing switch-related activity for the most affected hand in the random effects analysis described above], as well as the bilateral BG [globus pallidus and putamen; four VOIs taken from the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002)]. In these regions, we corrected for multiple comparisons using the same statistical threshold described above.

Similarly, to test for an effect of disease severity on switch-related effective connectivity between BG and the CMA, we performed a simple regression analysis correlating patient-specific effective connectivity maps (describing larger connectivity for switch than repeat trials, specifically for the most affected hand; psycho-physiological interaction analysis, see supplemental Methods, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) with lateralized disease severity (for the most affected side, in UPDRS points).

This resulted in four significant brain–disease correlations in three regions: the CMA, the left GP, and the left putamen. To test whether these correlations were specifically driven by disease severity of the most affected hand (given that the task involved hand and not foot imagery), for each of these three regions we additionally calculated the partial correlation between disease severity of the most affected hand (sum of UPDRS items 20–25) and switch-related cerebral activity/connectivity (β values taken from each region’s local maximum), while controlling for disease severity of the most affected foot (sum of UPDRS items 20, 22, and 26). Similarly, for each of these three regions we performed the same procedure to assess the unique correlation between disease severity of the most affected foot and switch-related cerebral activity/connectivity, while controlling for disease severity of the most affected hand.

Results

Experiment 1

In this experiment, we compared performance of switch and repeat trials for the most and least affected hand in a within-patient design. We predicted specific impairments for switch trials involving the most affected hand. First, we searched for brain regions showing larger switch-related activity for the most affected hand than for the least affected hand. Second, we assessed the functional specificity of the switch-related responses by distinguishing them from performance monitoring effects (as indexed by error-related processing). Third, we investigated how switch-related cerebral activity and frontostriatal effective connectivity changed as a function of disease severity.

Behavioral performance

Patients performed the task accurately, with a mean error rate (± SEM) of 7.6 ± 1.6%.

They had difficulties switching from the least affected hand to the most affected hand, but not vice versa (hand × hand-order interaction: $F_{(1,16.4)} = 6.22; p = 0.024$; main effect of hand-order for the most affected hand: $F_{(1,16.4)} = 5.43; p = 0.033$; no main effect of hand-order for the least affected hand: $F_{(1,16.6)} = 0.75; p = 0.40$; Figure 2A). In addition, behavioral switch costs were linearly related to disease severity: the more impaired the affected side, the larger the behavioral switch cost ($r = 0.50; p = 0.040$) (Fig. 2B).

Switch-related brain activity

We found larger switch-related activity for the most affected hand than for the least affected hand (hand × hand-order interaction) in one cluster located within the medial frontal cortex (MFC; $p < 0.001$ corrected for multiple comparisons) (Fig. 3A, B). This cluster covered the CMA (local maximum at [4 – 2 44]) and the pre-SMA (local maximum at [– 4 8 52]) (Picard and Strick, 1996). We ruled out that this activity pattern was driven by the longer reaction times (RTs) during switch trials, because it was equally present when correcting for trial-by-trial RT differences (local maximum at [4 – 6 42], $p = 0.006$ corrected for multiple comparisons; see supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). There were no brain regions that showed significantly larger switch-related cerebral activity for the least affected hand and there were no brain regions showing larger activity for repeat than switch trials.

Error-related brain activity

The switch-related activity described above falls in the MFC, anterior parts of which have been associated with cognitive control processes (e.g., performance adjustments following errors (Riederinkhof et al., 2004)). To test whether the switch-related activity described above simply reflected increased cognitive control, we compared the size and the spatial distribution of error- and switch-related brain activity within the same data set. Given that patients did not receive feedback about their performance, the error-related activity assessed here relates to internal performance monitoring rather than feedback processing (Mars et al., 2005).

In line with previous reports, we found stronger responses during erroneous trials than during correct trials in the anterior MFC ($p < 0.001$ corrected; other regions with error-related responses are listed in supplemental Table 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material). This MFC cluster spanned both pre-SMA (local maximum at [−2 18 50] and ACC (local maximum at [2 26 36]) (Fig. 3D), but it did not extend into the CMA (Fig. 3C).

These results show a double dissociation in the response profiles of the CMA and the ACC to switching and error processing [region (CMA vs ACC) × task (switching vs error processing) interaction: \( F_{(1,10)} = 15.27; p = 0.001 \)]. That is, the CMA (the posterior part of the switch-related cluster within the MFC) responded only during switch trials (CMA-switching: \( t_{(16)} = 4.76, p < 0.001 \)), but not during error trials (CMA-error processing: \( t_{(16)} = -0.30, p = 0.77 \)). In contrast, the ACC (the anterior part of the error-related cluster within the MFC) responded only during error trials (ACC-error processing: \( t_{(16)} = 3.67, p = 0.002 \)), but not switch trials (ACC-switching: \( t_{(16)} = 0.49, p = 0.63 \)) (Fig. 3).

The pre-SMA was unique in showing both switch- and error-related activity, as assessed by means of a conjunction analysis (Nichols et al., 2005) (\( p = 0.037 \) corrected; local maximum at [−4 8 52]) (Fig. 3G). That is, the pre-SMA responded to both switch trials (pre-SMA-switching: \( t_{(16)} = 3.8, p = 0.002 \)) and error trials (pre-SMA-error processing: \( t_{(16)} = 3.7, p = 0.002 \)).

**Relationship between cerebral effects and disease severity**

The positive correlation between lateraled switch cost and lateralized disease severity (Fig. 2B) had a cerebral counterpart in the same portion of the MFC showing specific switch-related cerebral responses (CMA, \( r = 0.75, p = 0.01 \) corrected, local maximum at [4 − 2 46]) (Fig. 4A, B). There was no correlation between switch-related brain activity and disease severity in the pre-SMA \( (r = 0.11, p = 0.65) \), switch-related responses taken from the local maximum at [−4 8 52]) (Fig. 3G–I). This indicates that the brain–disease relationship was spatially specific, occurring only in the CMA, but not in the pre-SMA \( r_{(pre-SMA) vs r_{(CMA)}} = 4.22; p < 0.001 \) (t test for comparison of two dependent correlations from the same sample (Chen and Popovich, 2002)).

In contrast, switch-related activity in the most affected GP was negatively correlated with lateralized disease severity (left rostromedial GP, \( r = -0.74, p = 0.04 \) corrected, local maximum at [−18 − 2 −2]) (Fig. 4C, D). Together, the clinically least impaired patients showed the highest switch-related activity in the most affected GP, and little if any switch-related activity in the CMA. Conversely, the most affected patients showed no (or negative) switch-related activity in the GP, and robust switch-related activity in the CMA. These findings indicate that the contribution of these regions to switching was inversely related (Fig. 4). The effects were spatially specific: there were no significant correlations in the least affected BG. The brain–disease correlations in the CMA and in the left GP were specific to disease severity in the most affected hand and not related to disease severity in the most affected foot (see Table 2 for post hoc partial correlations).

Last, given the dense connections between the CMA and the BG [particularly the anterior putamen (McFarland and Haber, 2000; Takada et al., 2001)] and given the detrimental effect of dopamine depletion on corticostriatal connectivity (Lalo et al., 2008), we directly tested whether effective connectivity between these structures would change as a function of disease severity. Switch-related effective connectivity between the CMA and the most affected BG significantly decreased as a function of lateralized disease severity (left GP, \( r = -0.71, p = 0.039 \) corrected, local maximum at [−20 4 2]; left putamen, \( r = -0.80, p = 0.007 \)).
corrected, local maximum at \([-22 4 2]\) (Fig. 4E,F). These effects were spatially specific: they were not present for the least affected BG and they were localized to the anterior putamen, which is anatomically connected to the CMA (Takada et al., 2001) and specifically involved in internally guided action selection (Jueptner et al., 1997). Again, these correlations were specific to disease severity in the most affected hand and not related to disease severity in the most affected foot (Table 2).

**Experiment 2**

To test whether the switch effects described above were specific to PD, we directly compared behavioral performance of 10 PD patients with that of 10 matched healthy controls during a task similar to experiment 1 (see supplemental material, available at www.jneurosci.org). There were significant switch-costs only in the PD group (group × hand-order interaction: \(F_{(1,8)} = 14.60; p = 0.001\); main effect of hand-order for PD patients: \(F_{(1,9)} = 20.76; p = 0.001\); no main effect of hand-order for controls: \(F_{(1,9)} = 1.44; p = 0.26\). This confirms that the switch effects described in experiment 1 were specific to PD.

**Experiment 3**

To test whether the switch effects described above were specific to internally generated movements (compared with spatially cued movements), we performed a behavioral control experiment in which patients executed spatially cued hand movements, comparing switch and repeat trials for the most and least affected hand (see supplemental material, available at www.jneurosci.org). There was no significant effect of hand-order, and no hand × hand-order interaction (\(F_{(1,10)} = 0.19; p = 0.67\)). This indicates that the switch effects described in experiments 1 and 2 are specific to internally generated movements.

**Discussion**

We investigated the effect of striatal dopamine depletion on the ability to switch between independent action plans, as evoked by a motor imagery task that lacked any predefined structure across trials. There are two main findings. First, PD patients were specifically impaired in action selection of their most affected hand, but only when this involved a switch with respect to the hand selected in the previous trial. Cerebrally, this effect was accompanied by decreased activity in the most affected globus pallidus. This finding supports our hypothesis that the BG have a specific role in action selection when a switch from recent motor history is required. Second, we show enhanced switch-related activity in the medial frontal cortex that increased with advancing disease.

**The effect of striatal dysfunction on action switching**

The hand-switch effect we report was functionally specific in three different aspects. First, the effect was present in PD patients, not in healthy controls, and it was related to disease severity. Second, the hand-switch effect was lateralized toward the most affected hand, but absent (or considerably reduced) for the least affected hand. This asymmetry rules out several potential confounds that were matched across hands, such as perceptual changes in stimulus features during switch trials, nonlateralized cognitive impairments [attention, working memory (Mattay et al., 2002)] and nonlateralized PD pathologies [frontal dopamine and perfusion levels (Eidelberg et al., 1995; Kaasinen et al., 2000)]. Third, the hand-switch effect was present when patients...
selected actions based on internal context (experiments 1–2), but not when their actions were spatially guided (experiment 3).

The hand-switch effect in PD is compatible with computational models suggesting a role of the BG in updating novel representations (O’Reilly, 2006). Impaired updating in PD may be caused by difficulties to select actions that were previously irrelevant (Moustafa et al., 2008), or by impaired inhibition of previously selected actions, allowing them to compete with novel motor representations (Rubchinsky et al., 2003). The latter account is consistent with the reduced switch-related activity observed in the globus pallidus: given the inhibitory effect of the globus pallidus onto the cortex, focused action selection involves the excitation of a large pallidal territory surrounding a functional center, while concurrent inhibition of the functional center allows specific recruitment of cortical representations (Mink, 1996). The net effect should be an increase in pallidal activity, which we only observed in very mildly affected patients. Our findings are also consistent with the observation that further disruption of pallidal function in PD, as caused by pallidotomy, selectively disturbs switching behavior (Tröster et al., 2002).

In contrast to accounts focused on predefined sequences of movements (Benecke et al., 1987; Harrington and Haaland, 1991; Hayes et al., 1998), our results suggest that the BG are implicated during internal selection of independent action plans that depart from prior motor history. This explanatory framework can account for a variety of PD symptoms. For instance, the impairments of PD patients in initiating internally generated movements (Brown and Marsden, 1988) can be seen as a reflection of altered ability to select a change from the previously held posture. Similarly, the slowing and cessation of movements (“freezing”) that occurs when patients have to switch from one motor program to another (e.g., when turning during walking) (Snijders et al., 2007) could be related to altered switching abilities.

Contributions of the frontostriatal system to action switching

Switching toward the most affected hand evoked brain activity along portions of the medial frontal cortex directly connected with the BG, namely the CMA (Takada et al., 2001) and pre-SMA (Akkal et al., 2007). The CMA response was specific in four different aspects. First, the response was driven by trials requiring switches to the most affected hand, but not to the least affected hand. Second, the CMA response was not sensitive to error processing, which separates this region from neighboring areas involved in performance monitoring (Rushworth et al., 2004; Mars et al., 2005). Third, the CMA response was anatomically confined to a region previously associated with hand movements (Paus, 2001), motor imagery (Ehrsson et al., 2003) and action switching (Rushworth et al., 2002). Fourth, the CMA response was modulated by disease severity, and reciprocally related to the hand-switch effects measured in the BG (i.e., it was particularly strong in those patients with weak or absent BG responses).

The enhanced CMA activity might compensate for reduced BG contributions to action switching. This interpretation is consistent with findings in healthy subjects showing inverse contributions of the striatal and mediofrontal dopamine systems during sequence learning (Garraux et al., 2007). It has been suggested that the striatal and frontal dopamine systems operate on different time scales, with slower and more prolonged neurotransmission in the frontal cortex, probably related to slower dopamine clearance (Lavin et al., 2005). These temporal differences may reflect the nature of the computations that are performed in the striatum (simple associations between actions and expected rewards) and the frontal cortex [exhaustive explorations of possible future outcomes; (Daw et al., 2005)]. Accordingly, these neurochemical and computational properties suggests a functional division of labor between a rapid contextual updating (supported by the BG) and a slower contextual updating, mediated by the frontal cortex (Pasupathy and Miller, 2005; O’Reilly, 2006).

In this framework, the increased behavioral hand-switch costs fit with an asymmetrically reduced contribution of the fast striatal system, an increased reliance on the slower mediofrontal system, and a modification of the coupling between these two systems. The reduced corticostratial coupling may have led to an imbalance between the two systems in the PD patients, biasing the system toward slow updating. This idea is consistent with findings in healthy subjects, in which transient dopamine depletion led to increased behavioral switch costs and diminished functional connectivity between anterior striatum and frontal cortex (Nagano-Saito et al., 2008).

Alternatively, the enhanced CMA activity may represent a pathological response, related to reduced focusing abilities of the BG (Mink, 1996; Rubchinsky et al., 2003). Specifically, reduced switch-related activity in the globus pallidus may have led to impaired inhibitory control over the cortex, as evidenced by the decrease in corticostratial coupling we observed. In this framework, the enhanced behavioral hand-switch costs may be caused by competition between the previously selected motor representation and the novel one. Further studies, based on interference methods, could distinguish between the two possibilities outlined above.

In contrast to the activity profile observed in the CMA, the pre-SMA responded during both hand-switch trials and error responses, confirming an overlap between performance monitoring (error processing) and action selection in this region (Ullsperger and von Cramon, 2001; Mars et al., 2005). This finding is consistent with several studies suggesting that the pre-SMA monitors and integrates internal states over different trials (Rushworth et al., 2004), switching to alternative action sets when nec-

### Table 2. Brain–disease relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cerebral effects</th>
<th>Anatomical region</th>
<th>MNI coordinates</th>
<th>Partial correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x    y    z</td>
<td>UPDRS-hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch-related activity</td>
<td>Cingulate motor area</td>
<td>4    -2   46</td>
<td>0.75 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left globus pallidus</td>
<td>18   -2   -2</td>
<td>-0.70 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch-related connectivity with cingulate motor area</td>
<td>Left globus pallidus</td>
<td>-20  4    2</td>
<td>-0.70 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left putamen</td>
<td>-22  4    2</td>
<td>-0.80 &lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Partial correlations between cerebral effects (switch-related activity; connectivity with cingulate motor area) and lateralized disease severity indexes (UPDRS-hand; UPDRS-foot). The four regions reported in this table were significantly correlated with lateralized disease severity (corrected for multiple comparisons, see Results). Post hoc, we calculated partial correlations between the local maxima of these regions and hand-specific disease severity (while correcting for foot-specific disease severity). The results show that the brain–behavior relationships are specific for hand-specific disease severity. Note that the r and p values in this table are not corrected for multiple comparisons, so they should be interpreted with caution.
ecessary (Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007; Mars et al., 2007). Accordingly, the enhanced pre-SMA activity we observed could be related to increased cognitive control in the face of reduced focusing abilities of the BG, an instance of the increased contribution of this region to performance monitoring in PD patients (Catalan et al., 1999; Carbon et al., 2007).

Interpretational issues

We did not systematically explore how the hand-switch effects vary as a function of the temporal delay between subsequent trials, but it appears that the shorter intertrial intervals in experiment 2 (compared with experiment 1) evoked higher switch-costs that were visible for both hands (while this effect was later-alized in experiment 1). Although these differences might result from a variety of procedural differences between experiments 1 and 2 (see Materials and Methods), it is tempting to speculate that PD patients are particularly impaired when rapid switches between motor plans are required.

Given that in experiments 1–2 subjects responded with their left and right foot, one might argue that the hand-switch effects we report are caused by the execution of foot movements. This appears unlikely for the following reasons. First, the switch-related activity was confined to a hand-specific portion of the CMA (Paus, 2001). Second, the PD patients were selected for having mainly hand-related symptoms, and accordingly had greater disease severity and motor asymmetry in the hands than in the feet. Given that there were no hand-switch effects when the patients performed spatially cued hand movements (experiment 3), it is unlikely that a simple button press with the feet (experiments 1–2) caused the switch effects we report. Third, switch-related activity in the CMA and in the left BG showed high partial correlations with hand-specific disease severity scores, but not with foot-specific disease severity scores.

Finally, it is possible that PD-related impairments outside the BG may have contributed to the effects we observed (Shin et al., 2005).

Conclusion

We conclude that striatal dysfunction in PD leads to slower selection of action plans that deviate from the previous motor context, and to correspondingly enhanced medial frontal activity. Our results qualify the general notion that PD patients are impaired in “internally selecting” actions (Brown and Marsden, 1988), by defining it as a BG-dependent interaction between the recently selected and the current action plan.
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